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Lawrence Graham LLP (“LG”) welcomes the European Commission’s draft General Block 
Exemption Regulation (“GBER”).  LG’s view is that, overall, the draft GBER achieves the 
Commission’s aim of simplifying the existing legislation and will help to meet the objectives of 
lesser and better targeted state aid. 

LG has a number of minor comments on the draft GBER on which it would welcome further 
clarification or thought by the European Commission.  These are as follows: 

o Paragraph 13 – the Commission states that “the tourism sector plays an important role in 
National Economies and in general has a particularly positive effect on regional 
development.  Regional aid schemes aimed at tourism activities should therefore be exempt 
from the notification requirement.”  LG’s view is that while this is correct for a number of 
Member States, the role of tourism may well vary from Member State to Member State and 
that other sectors may have the same effects in certain Member States.  

o Paragraph 15 – the Commission explains that aid in favour of a beneficiary which is subject 
to an outstanding recovery order following a previous Commission decision declaring an aid 
illegal should be excluded from the scope of the GBER.  LG believes that this is correct, but 
that a similar reasoning could be applied to other aid, such as aid to entities in breach of 
court orders or aid to entities that are the subject of criminal or civil penalties yet to be paid. 

o Paragraph 49 – the Commission states that in relation to training, it should be considered to 
be general when it relates to environmental management, eco-innovation or corporate social 
responsibility and thereby increases the capacity of the beneficiary to contribute to general 
objectives in the environment field.  LG believes that this is correct, but questions whether 
training which relates to the attainment of social objectives should also be considered to be 
general in nature, for similar reasons. 

o Article 5(1) – the draft GBER sets out the types of aid that are considered to be transparent 
and therefore to which the GBER shall apply.  In light of the types of aid listed, LG assumes 
that indirect aid, such as the sale of land at under value, is to be regarded as aid that is not 
transparent and therefore is outside the scope of the GBER.  However, we would welcome 
clarification on this point. 

o Article 8(2) – the GBER states that aid to SMEs will be considered to have an incentive 
effect if, before work on the project or activity has started, the beneficiary has submitted an 
application for the aid to the Member State concerned.  LG would welcome clarification from 
the Commission as to whether such an application is a sine qua non of such aid to SMEs 
falling within the GBER. 

o Article 13 – the definition of “environmental protection” is “any action designed to remedy or 
prevent damage to physical surroundings or natural resources by the beneficiary’s own 
activities...”.  LG questions whether this definition should also be extended to include action 
designed to remedy or prevent damage caused by the activities of a number of different 
companies in the same sector, including the beneficiary of the aid. 

o Articles 16-18 – in relation to environmental aid, the Commission sets different levels of aid 
intensity depending on whether the beneficiary is small enterprise, a medium sized 
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enterprise or a larger enterprise.  In light of the importance of environmental protection 
measures, LG questions whether the level of aid intensity should be high for all companies, 
not just SMEs.   

o Article 21(3) – LG assumes that the eligible costs for aid for SME participation in fairs and 
exhibitions shall not include the costs of participating in a fair or exhibition in another 
Member State.  This is because this could potentially constitute aid to set up a distribution 
network in another Member State which is specifically excluded from the scope of the 
GBER.  However, LG would welcome clarification on this point. 

o Articles 31–32 – the draft GBER states that the aid intensity for recruitment of 
disadvantaged workers shall not exceed 50% of the eligible costs, whereas the intensity of 
aid for the employment of disabled workers shall not exceed 60% of the eligible costs.  LG 
would welcome clarification on the reason for the different levels of aid intensity in these two 
very similar areas. 

 

We would be happy to participate further in the Commission’s thinking on the GBER.  Please 
contact Anthony Woolich on +44 20 7759 6549 or anthony.woolich@lg-legal.com and 
Rosemary Choueka, on +44 20 7759 6724 or rosemary.choueka@lawgram.com. 
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